A formulation, which is different from Guttman's is presented. The two formulations are both called the optimal scaling approach, and are proven to provide identical scale values. The proposed formulation has at least two advantages over Guttman's. Namely, (i) the former serves to clarify close relations of the optimal scaling approach to those of Slater and the vector model of preferential choice, and (ii) in addition to the stimulus scale values, it provides scores for the subjects, which indicate the degrees of response consistency (transitivity), relative to the optimum solution. The method is assumption-free and capable of multidimensional analysis.
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. Unlike the Thurstonian approach, the optimal scaling approach does not employ any distributional assumptions about responses.
Proposed Formulation Paired Comparisons
Let us consider (.~)responses, for each of Nsubjects, to all pairs in a set ofn stimuli, X1, X~, "" , Xn. Define 1, if subject/judges Xj > Xk, (l) f~Jk = 0, if subject/judges X~ < X~, where i = l, 2, ... , N;j = l, 2, ... , n; k = l, 2, ... , n. No tied responses (equality judgments) are allowed (This problem will be discussed later). Consider a small example of data (Table 1) , where n = 3 and N = 5. Order 1 in column [X~, X~] ofthe Table indicates pair (Xj, X~) and Order 2 indicates pair (X~, Xj). Define two matrices F** and F. F** the matrix of f~, where l's and O's are arranged as in Table l , and F is the matrix which consists of the first column of each pair with l's as they are and -l's for O's. That is, the typical element of F, f~, is defined for non-ordered pair (X~, X~) l, if subject ijudges Xj > X~, f*~ = -l, if subject i judges X~ < X~. (2) In our example, For N subjects and n stimuli, F** and F are N × n(n -1) and N × n(n -1)/2, respectively. If F** and F are subjected to optimal scaling, we obtain the most discriminative vectors for the columns, say z* and z, respectively, and the most discriminative score vectors for the rows, y* and y, respectively. In other words, pairs (z*, y*) and (z, maximize y*'F**z* and y'Fz, respectively, relative to the total variance of the weighted responses. However, our main objective is to find the most discriminative vector of scale values, x' = (x~, x2, xs), for stimuli X~, X2 and Xs. Let us assume that the intensity of judgment Xj > X~ is a function of the difference between the corresponding scale values, that is, xj -x~. Then, the first column of F** reflects (xl -x2), the second column (x~ -xl), and so on. If we were to assign weight vectors for the columns of F** and F, z* and z respectively, the two vectors are related to x by design matrices A* and A as follows (3) z* = 1 -1 O- 
It is interesting to note that
It then follows that Matrix E is N × n (subjects by stimuli), of which optimal scaling provides x and y maximum discriminability. The equality of (7) suggests that one can simplify the computation of E by using modified data matrix F and familiar design matrix A instead of F** and A* To maximize the relative contribution of y'Ex with respect to both x and y one of the most popular methods is to determine x so as to maximize the squared correlation ratio, r/2. It is defined as the ratio of the between-subject sum of squares to the total sum of squares of responses weighted by x [Guttman, 1941; Maung, 1941] . Then y is calculated as a linear combination of responses weighted by x. In our case, the total sum of squares and the between-subject sum of squares of modified response matrix E, weighted by x can be expressed as follows
Hence, the squared correlation ratio, that is, the criterion to be optimized, is given by
Following the standard procedure, we note that maximization of (12) amounts to solving the eigenequation
subject to the condition that x'x is constant, say
Since the row marginals of E are all zero, Hn is double-centered. Hence, (14) has extraneous solution due to the marginal constraints.
Once the vector of optimal scale values, x, is obtained, one can calculate the vector of optimal scores for the subjects, y, in a straightforward manner, which is consistent with the general procedure of optimal scaling [Nishisato, Note 3] ,
where rt is the non-negative square root of the largest eigenvalue of (14). The scores, defined by (16), are relative weights of the subjects in calculating scale values of the stimuli, and thus represent the degrees of the subjects' response consistency (transitivity), relative to the optimum solution. The vectors x and y thus obtained have the property that they maximize simultaneously the between-column and the between-row sums of squares of E. Furthermore,
and (18) x'x = y'y = n,
The above formulation is different from that of Guttman [1946] , who derives the squared correlation ratio as
where
and typical elements of F* and G* are respectively
The functions f~2 and g]j are the frequencies ofx~ judged to be, respectively, "higher" and "lower" than other stimuli by subject i. Equation (19) was obtained under the condition that the sum of the weighted responses is zero. Maximization of (20) Guttman's formulation and the proposed one will later be proven to provide identical scale values, x. Right now, we simply note that matrix E, defined by (7), has the following properties:
where typical elements of F* and G* are defined by (22) and (23), respectively.
Rank Orders
Rank order data are different from paired comparison data in the sense that one cannot specify the design matrix such as A* and A of (3) and (4). On the other hand, order data have a kind of regularity that paired comparison data do not, that is, the absence of intransitive judgments. Because of this special nature, one can easily construct matrix E for rank order data which possesses the two properties, (27) and (28). E is subject-by-stimulus (N × n) matrix, of which a typical element e~j is given
where K~j is the rank of X~ given by subject i, and rank K is defined as the K-th choice out of n. Once E is given by (29), the rest of analysis and the formulas are exactly the same those described for paired comparison data. Guttman's formulation for paired comparison data also applies to rank order data without modifications. However, as in the case of paired comparison data, his formulation does not provide any direct way to calculate the vector of subjects' scores, y.
Discussion

Complete Data
Let us first show that Guttman's approach and the present approach provide identical scale values of stimuli. For this, it suffices to show that the two matrices involved in two eigenequations (14) and (25), Hn and C, are identical.
First, multiply Hn and Nn(n -1) 2 and indicate the results by H*, and C*, respectively,
When there is no missing response, the sum of two matrices F* and G* can be expressed as The term on the right-hand side of (33) is the same as the last term of (31), so that obtain by substitution the following expression,
C* = 2(F*'F* + G*'G*) -(F* + G*)'(F* + (35) = (F* -G*)'(F* -G*).
But, from (28) and (30), we obtain (
36)~ = E'E = (F* -G*)'(F* -G*) =
Thus, these two seemingly different formulations provide identical scale values. However, there are some differences between them from the computational and theoretical points of view. The present approach deals with the double-centered matrix H~, due to (27), which renders the analysis free from such an extraneous solution as is encountered Guttman's formulation. The present approach offers a standard optimal-scaling formulafor optimal scores for subjects, (16), while Guttman's approach seems to require additional step to define y. The construction of E for rank order data by (29) seems simpler than that of F* and G*. Most importantly, however, the present approach serves to clarify the link among the optimal scaling approach, Slater's approach and the vectorm odel. Carroll [1972] presented a succinct formulation of the vector model. He defines X, Y and ,~ to be respectively the n × r matrix of stimulus coordinate values, the N × r matrix of coordinate of the termini of subject vectors and the N × n matrix of preference scale values. The model is given by (37)~q = YX'.
The procedure for maximizing C1 (one of Carroll's objective functions) is to define first S --(s~j)
where w~ are introduced in case it is desired to weight subjects differently in the analysis. If we omit w~ from (38), S is the same as our E. Carroll then factors S into a product of the form (39) S = U/3V', where U and V are matrices of eigenvectors of SS' and S'S, respectively, and/3 is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of SS', which is the same as that of S'S. In terms of the r largest eigenvalues of the corresponding eigenvectors, he defines the rank r solution by (37), where (40) Y= Ur/3r and X= Vr, and subscript r indicates matrices made up of the submatrices corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues.
In the multidimensional version of the present approach the following matrices are defined: Y*, the N × r matrix of r orthogonal score vector; X*, the n × r matrix of r orthogonal vectors of scale values; and A, the n × r diagonal matrix of the r largest correlation ratios. These matrices satisfy the relation
where c is the scaling constant [i.e., n in (17)], and E is the rank r approximation of
The two decompositions, (39) and (41), are basically the same. the main difference between the two stems from the fact that optimal scaling retains duality (symmetry) analysis [Nishisato, Note 3] . Namely, the k-th solution of optimal scaling is given by the following set,
Compare this with the k-th solution in the set of (40), where x~ and y~ are differently scaled.
The relation of the current formulation to Slater's [1960] is more direct than to the vector model. Slater analyzes just F*. Since the mean of each row of F* is (n -1)/2, first subtracts the mean from each element of F*, which we indicate by E*, (43) E* = F* (n -1) 2 1Nlr~.
Using (32), we can re-write (43) (44) E* = F* -½(F* + G*) = ½(F* -G*) = ½E.
Slater subjects E*'E* to principal component analysis to obtain x, which is, as seen from the relation of E* to E above, the same as the optimal scaling solution, except for the scaling unit. Principal component analysis of E'E*' gives the vector of subjects' scores, y, which is again linearly related to the optimal scaling solution ofy. Note that in the current case principal component analysis is the same as optimal scaling, and that duality of principal component analysis is well known [see Gower, 1966] .
Missing Data
When some responses are missing, it is interesting to note that the relation of E to F* and G*, indicated by (28), still holds. This assures that the proposed formulation provides the same scale values, x, as Guttman's. With regard to the vector model of preferential choice, matrix S, whose typical element is defined by (38) , is affected by missing responses exactly in the same way as matrix E. Hence, the relation between the two approaches remains unaltered with missing data. Slater's approach, however, is somewhat different from the others in the sense that it deals only with F*. This creates a problem since (F* G*)/2 in (44) is no longer the matrix of row means ofF* when some responses are missing. In other words, the relation of E* to E, (44), does not generally hold for missing data, and consequently Slater's approach provides different results from those of the optimal scaling approach.
Ties
Guttman [1946] did not consider the case of equality judgments (tied responses). may not be simple to modify Guttman's formulation to accommodate tied responses. On the other hand, the present approach can easily be extended to the situation where tied responses are allowed. In the case of paired comparisons, we only need to change the definition of f~j~ from (2) For ranking data, re-define (29)
where/~j is the average rank of all the stimuli that subject/judged equal to X~. When (45) and (46) are used for tied responses, matrix E satisfies (27) and (28), and the formulation proposed earlier applies to the case, without further modifications. This type of treatment of ties is also presented by de Leeuw [1973] . The vector model of preferential choice can handle tied responses in the same manner as the present approach. However, Slater's approach does not appear, like Guttman's, to be readily applicable to data with tied responses.
rder Effects
The current method is an application of a general optimal-scaling approach to multidimensional tables [Nishisato, Note 3] , and, as such, can handle the case where order effects in stimulus presentation may be suspected. This is a problem of defining an appropriate design matrix to derive matrix E, whose rows and columns are of our immediate interest, namely, subjects-by-(stimuli, order effects). However, as Guttman [1946] states, the optimal scaling approach "simply seeks a set of numerical values that will best help reproduce the observed data for each individual" [Guttman, 1946, p. 163] , and statistical interpretations of individual "optimal" values are yet to be investigated. At the same time, duality of optimal scaling assures that each value assigned to the rows and the columns of matrix E may be regarded as the minimum-variance estimator of the corresponding parameter.
This article has presented a formulation of a scaling technique in comparison with those of Guttman, Slater and the vector model. The question of which one to use then is beyond the scope of this study and will therefore be left to the judgment of the investigators.
